The purpose of this research is to observe the multi-layered-mixture of commercial accumulation in Akihabara. map for analysis . The summarised result are as follows: 1)The inter-mixed relationship within each building is composed of not only various business types, but old-new stores inter-mixed within a building. 2)When focusing on the change of Akihabara's commercial structure, the city had become widely diverse where each building is configured of several business types. 3) In order to identify the changes in each business inter-mixture type within Akihabara, a hearing survey was carried out. Through inquiring the local merchant association to continue its business due to the lack of flexibility to meet modern day market needs. On the other hand traditional businesses and modern subculture stores are more sustainable due to its small in scale operation.
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【カテゴリーⅠ】 日本建築学会計画系論文集 第80巻 第712号， 1307-1317， 2015年6月 J. Archit. Plann., AIJ, Vol. 80 No. 712, 1307 -1317 , Jun., 2015 Akihabara has been paid attention as a vibrant commercial district, maintaining its characteristic as a district with traditional electrical and the latest subculture stores. In order gain guidance towards the sustainability of Akihabara's commercial character it is necessary to identify the commercial accumulation in detail.
The purpose of this research is to describe the multi-layered-mixture of commercial accumulation in Akihabara.
map for analysis . Akihabara's commercial character can be summarized into 4 major periods: 1st "Radio period", 2nd "Electric appliances period", 3rd "PC period", and 4th "Modern (contemproary) period". Each building was 1)First in order to understand the multi-layered-mixed relationship of Akihabara, "the ratio of each business type within each level"(eq.1) and "the ratio of each business type within each block" (eq. 2)was analysed. From business type occupying one building (3)Several stores with various business types occupying one building.
2)In order to identify the inter-mixture of commercial types and the change of Akihabara's commercial structure, during the 2nd "Electronics appliances" period, almost all the buildings were occupied with the same business type. During the 3rd "PC Period", the case where several stores with different business types occupying a particular building has increased, especially within in the northern area. Finally in the modern era Akihabara has become widely diverse with inter-mixed building types taking over most of the area and traditional shops existing in the southern area.
3) In order to identify the changes in each business inter-mixture type within Akihabara, a hearing survey was to meet modern day market needs. On the other hand traditional businesses and modern subculture stores are more sustainable due to its small in scale operation. Finally traditional shops operate during a long term span meeting the needs of individual customers, while modern day subculture stores renew based on market needs. 
